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	E-Health Care Information Systems: An Introduction for Students and Professionals, 9780787966188 (0787966185), Jossey-Bass, 2005
E-Health Care Information Systems is a comprehensive collection written by leading experts from a range of disciplines including medicine, health sciences, engineering, business information systems, and computing technology. It provides a theoretical framework with sound methodological approaches and is filled with numerous case examples. Topics include e-health records, e-public information systems, e-rehabilitation, e-medicine, e-homecare, e-diagnosis support systems, and e-health intelligence. E-Health Care Information Systems also covers strategies in e-health care technology management, e-security issues, and the impacts of e-technologies. In addition, this book reviews new and emerging technologies such as mobile health, virtual reality, and nanotechnology.
E-Health Care Information Systems gives students and leaders the guidelines for harnessing accessible, available, affordable, and accountable medicine.       

"Health care is experiencing a fast-moving cultural transformation that challenges us to change our perspective from a provider-centric to a patient-centric model of health care delivery. This transformation is fueled by the evolution of information systems in medicine, and empowered by e-health approaches to making health care more efficient, affordable, and accessible. E-Health Care Information Systems offers health care professionals a guide to understanding e-health in practice."
—William Hendee, senior associate dean and vice president, Medical College of Wisconsin     

"E-Health Care Information Systems is essential reading for those who are interested in learning about a vision for e-health, its foundational perspectives, applications, and strategies in this time of e-health paradigm shift."
     —In Lee, editor-in-chief, International Journal of E-Business Research     

"Understanding the power of the Internet is absolutely necessary for any business to operate in the world today. Joseph Tan presents a very complete and comprehensive picture of the world of e-health and its uses in the health care field. E-Health Care Information Systems is an excellent source of information that provides a platform for both the student and the health care professional in today's environment." 
     —David Thompson, chief information officer, Borgess Health Alliance     

"Joseph Tan's emphasis on the significance of e-health puts health care providers on notice that technology is a force to befriend in delivering sound medical care in the 21st century! A must-read for all of us committed to providing the best care for those we love." 
     —Tony Fama, president, Maria Madeline Project, Inc.     

       About the Author
   Joseph Tan, Ph.D., currently on leave from the University of British Columbia, is professor and head of the Information System and Manufacturing Department at Wayne State University. He serves as guest editor and editorial board member for various journals and sits on key organizing committees for local, national, and international meetings and conferences. Tan’s research—which has enjoyed significant support from local, national, and international funding agencies and other sources—has been widely cited and applied across a number of major disciplines, including health care informatics and clinical decision support, health technology management research, human processing of graphical representations, ergonomics, health administration education, telehealth, mobile health, and e-health promotion programming.       
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Compensating Your Employees Fairly: A Guide to Internal Pay EquityApress, 2013

	Compensation fairness is a universal preoccupation in today’s workplace, from whispers around the water cooler to kabuki in the C-suite. Gender discrimination takes center stage in discussions of internal pay equity, but many other protected characteristics may be invoked as grounds for alleging discrimination: age, race, disability,...


		

Computer Architecture: Software Aspects, Coding, and HardwareCRC Press, 2001
After having published my first book, Computer Networks: Architecture, Protocols, and Software, friends asked me how long it took to write the book. My reply was that on the surface it took about three years from beginning to end; below the surface it took more like thirty years. Yet, my job is not done unless I write a book on computer...

		

Slamming Spam : A Guide for System AdministratorsAddison Wesley, 2004
Real Anti-Spam Help for System Administrators

In Slamming Spam, two spam fighters show you how to fight backand win. Unlike most spam books, this one is written specifically for in-the-trenches system administrators: professionals who need...





	

Microsoft SharePoint 2010 QuickStepsMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Step-by-Step, Full-Color Graphics!


	Start using SharePoint 2010 right away--the QuickSteps way. Color screenshots and clear instructions make it easy to ramp up on the latest release of Microsoft's powerful collaboration platform. Follow along and quickly learn how to use a SharePoint site, add pages and web parts, create and...


		

The Beatles in Hamburg (Reverb)Reaktion Books, 2012

	John Lennon, Paul McCartney, George Harrison, and Ringo Starr are four of the most famous names in the history of music. In the 1960s, the Beatles became the bestselling pop band in the world, inspiring legions of fans and developing into popular music icons. Fifty years later, their recordings are still in demand. But none of this happened...


		

Two Scoops of Django: Best Practices For Django 1.5CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2013

	
		Update!

	
		The third edition, Two Scoops of Django: Best Practices For Django 1.8 is available! Revised and expanded to 532 pages, it's a whole new book full of new material. Please consider it before purchasing this edition!

	
		http://www.amazon.com/Two-Scoops-Django-Best-Practices/dp/0981467342
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